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To infinity and Beyond 
Science – Describe the movement of the Earth, and other planets, 
relative to the Sun in the solar system. Describe the movement of 
the Moon relative to Earth. Describe the Sun, Earth and Moon as 
approximately spherical bodies. Use the idea of the Earth’s 
rotation to explain day and night and apparent movement of the 
Sun across the sky. 
History – Consider the history of space travel and space race. 
Look at moon landings and the future of space travel.  Know and 
sequence key events of time studied. Make comparisons between 
different times in the past. Study different aspects of different 
people. Examine causes and results of great events. Compare 
beliefs, behaviour, and life in times studied. Compare evidence 
and accounts of events. Link sources and work out how 
conclusions were arrived at. Confidently use the internet and 
library for research. Recognise primary and secondary sources 
and use a range of sources to find out about an aspect of times. 
Recall and select and organise historical information making 
appropriate use of dates and terms.   
Art – Experiment and explore with the elements of art: line, 
tone, pattern, texture, form, space, colour and shape – drawing. 
Secure knowledge about primary and secondary, warm and cold 
complementary colours, choose appropriate paint and paper, 
show awareness of how paintings are created. Know about great 
artists, in history - Andy Warhol – Pop Art (linking with era that 
Space exploration took place) 
D/T – Generate ideas through brainstorming and identify a 
purpose for product (Harvest Festival food) Develop clear idea of 
what has to be done, planning of use of equipment and 
processes. Select appropriate materials, tools and techniques for 
cooking. Weigh and measure accurately. Apply rules for basic 
food hygiene and other safe practices. Evaluate a product against 
the original design specification.  Understand and apply the 
principles of a healthy and varied diet. (Harvest Festival food) 
PE – Invasion games (tag rugby)/ gymnastics.  Tag rugby/ 
gymnastics  
Computing – e-safety, floor robots, handling data, green 
screening. 
French – Greetings, conversations, family (continue link with 
French school) 
PSHE- We’re all stars! 
RE – Mission and vision, Creation, Prayers, Saints and Feasts  
Music – (linked to Charanga) Cymatics is the study of wave 
phenomena, especially sound, and their visual representations'. 
These amazing videos explore a number of cymatic techniques 
and experiments that show how sound reacts with the world 
around us. 
 
T4Writing texts: Phoenix by SF Said, The Lost Words by Roberty 
McFarlane, Tear Thief by Carol Ann Duffy (+ film units) 
Class readers: Chosen by children in Book World Cup. 
(Autumn 2018 – Boy Underwater 

Africa 
Science –– focussing on children planning, carrying out, recording 
and evaluating investigations. (Sports Science part 2) 
History: (Benin civilisation)– Know and sequence key events of time 
studied. Make comparisons between different times in the past. Study 
different aspects of different people. Examine causes and results of 
great events. Compare beliefs, behaviour, and life in times studied. 
Compare evidence and accounts of events. Link sources and work out 
how conclusions were arrived at. Confidently use the internet and 
library for research. Recognise primary and secondary sources and use 
a range of sources to find out about an aspect of times. Recall and 
select and organise historical information making appropriate use of 
dates and terms.   
Geography – Human and physical geography – describe and 
understand key aspects of: human geography including: types of 
settlement and land use, economic activity including trade links, and 
the distribution of natural resources including energy, food, materials 
and water (Uganda).  Recognise world map as a flattened globe. Use 8 
compass points, 4 figure coordinates and 6 figure grid references. 
Draw a variety of thematic maps based on their own data. Draw a map 
with symbols and a key. Use OS map symbols and locate places on 
world maps, OS maps and atlases. Compare maps with aerial 
photographs. Analyse evidence and draw conclusions e.g. 
temperatures of various locations, influence on people/everyday life. 
Art – Experiment and explore with the elements of art: line, tone, 
pattern, texture, form, space, colour and shape – drawing. Secure 
knowledge about primary and secondary, warm and cold 
complementary colours, choose appropriate paint and paper, show 
awareness of how paintings are created – Tingatinga art. Identify 
artists who have worked in a similar way - Tingatinga art, Experiment 
with using batik safely. 
D/T - Generate ideas through brainstorming and identify a purpose 
for product (Harvest Festival food) Develop clear idea of what has to 
be done, planning of use of equipment and processes. Select 
appropriate materials, tools and techniques for cooking. Weigh and 
measure accurately. Apply rules for basic food hygiene and other safe 
practices. Evaluate a product against the original design specification.  
Understand and apply the principles of a healthy and varied diet. - 
cooking African foods for Harvest Festival. 
PE – High 5 netball/ gymnastics, health and fitness skipping workout 
routines.  
Computing – e-safety, creating a Benin quiz game using 
programming and multimedia. 
French – school, numbers (continue link with French school) 
PSHE – Harvest – CAFOD, Who likes chocolate 
RE – Mission and vision, Creation, Prayers, Saints and Feasts 
Music- (linked to Charanga) Djembe (African Drumming) Hands, 
Feet, Heart is a song written for children to celebrate and learn about 
South African Music.  As well as learning to sing, play, improvise and 
compose with this song, children will listen and appraise different 
styles of South African music. 
T4Writing texts: The Fastest Boy in the World -Elizabeth Laird, Lion 
Journal by Carolyn Franklin (+ film units); Class readers: Chosen by 
children in Book World Cup; (Autumn 2017 – Place Called Perfect) 
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Circle of life 
Science- Recognise that living things have changed over time and 
that fossils provide information about living things that 
inhabited the Earth millions of years ago. Recognise that living 
things produce offspring of the same kind, but that they vary 
rather than are identical. Identify how animals and plants area 
adapted to suit their environment in different ways and that this 
may lead to evolution. Describe the differences in the life cycles 
of a mammal, an amphibian, an insect and a bird. Describe the 
life process of reproduction in some plants and animals. Describe 
changes in humans – old age. Describe how living things are 
classified into broad groups according to common observable 
characteristics and based on similarities and differences, including 
micro-organisms, plants and animals. Give reasons for classifying 
plants and animals based on specific characteristics. 
Geography - Recognise world map as a flattened globe. Use 8 
compass points, 4 figure coordinates and 6 figure grid references. 
Draw a variety of thematic maps based on their own data. Draw a 
map with symbols and a key. Use OS map symbols and locate 
places on world maps, OS maps and atlases. Compare maps with 
aerial photographs. Analyse evidence and draw conclusions e.g. 
temperatures of various locations, influence on people/everyday 
life, habitats of animals.  
Art -   Demonstrate a wide variety of ways to make different 
marks with dry and wet media. Develop ideas using mixed media 
using a sketchbook. Manipulate and experiment with line, tone, 
pattern, texture, form, space and colour. Work from a variety of 
sources. Use a range of media to create a collage. Create 
imaginative work from a variety of sources –charcoal feathers 
and bird paintings, bird and next collage. 
DT- Use research and develop design criteria to inform the design 
of innovative, functional, appealing products that are fit for 
purpose, aimed at particular individuals or groups. Select from 
and use a wider range of tools and equipment to perform 
practical tasks [for example, cutting, shaping, joining and 
finishing], accurately. Evaluate their ideas and products against 
their own design criteria and consider the views of others to 
improve their work. (Making moveable imaginary creatures – 
hydraulics)   
Computing – e-safety, programming to create game, 
multimedia presentation. 
PE – Athletics/ rounders/ swimming and Outdoor Education 
(John Muir Award) 
French –culture and celebrations 
PSHE – Dear Diary, SRE, Daring to be different  
RE –Sacraments, other faiths, Advent, Christmas 
Music - (linked to Charanga) Darwin: learn songs about his 
discoveries to help to understand the topic.  
 
T4Writing texts: How the Whale Became by Ted Hughes, 
Women in Science by Rachel Ignotofsky (+ film units) 
 
Class readers: Chosen by children in Book World Cup. 
(TBC) 
 
 

A Christmas Carol 
Science - Use the idea that light travels in straight lines to explain that 
objects are seen because they give out or reflect light into the eye. 
Explain that we see things because light travels from or is reflected off 
objects into our eye. Use the idea that light travels in straight lines to 
explain why shadows have the same shape as the objects that cast 
them. Associate the brightness of a lamp or the volume of a buzzer 
with the number and voltage of cells used in the circuit. I can 
compare and give reasons for variations in how components function, 
including the brightness of bulbs, loudness of buzzers and the on/off 
position of switches. Recognise symbols when representing a simple 
circuit in a diagram.  
History – A local history study of the area during Victorian Times.  
Know and sequence key events of time studied. Make comparisons 
between different times in the past. Study different aspects of different 
people. Examine causes and results of great events. Compare beliefs, 
behaviour, and life in times studied. Compare evidence and accounts 
of events. Link sources and work out how conclusions were arrived at. 
Confidently use the internet and library for research. Recognise 
primary and secondary sources and use a range of sources to find out 
about an aspect of times. Recall and select and organise historical 
information making appropriate use of dates and terms.   
Art- Know about great artists, architects and designers in history – 
William Morris. Use a sketchbook to develop ideas. Demonstrate a 
secure knowledge about primary and secondary, warm and cold, 
complementary and contrasting colours. Create imaginative work 
from a variety of sources – Lowry. 
DT- Understand how key events and individuals in design and 
technology have helped shape the world – Construction and 
understanding of mechanical systems – Brunel Bridge.  Apply their 
understanding of how to strengthen, stiffen and reinforce more 
complex structures – (making their own bridges) 
Computing - e-safety, programming and multimedia. 
PE – Invasion games/ gymnastics 
French – French speaking countries, culture and travel  
PSHE – Drugs education.  
RE – Sacraments, other faiths, Advent, Christmas 
Music - (linked to Charanga) Christmas  
 
T4Writing texts: A Christmas Carol by Charles Dickens, Street Child 
by Berlie Doherty, Dickens an Extraordinary Life by Mick Manning (+ 
film units) 
 
Class readers: Chosen by children in Book World Cup. 
(Autumn 2017 – Cogheart by Peter Bunzl) 
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Extreme Earth 
Science – Materials and their properties: compare and group 
together everyday materials on the basis of their properties. 
Know that some materials will dissolve in liquid to form a 
solution and describe how to recover a substance from a 
solution. Use knowledge of solids, liquids and gases to decide 
how mixtures might be separated, including through filtering, 
sieving and evaporating. Give reasons, based on evidence from 
comparative and fair tests, for the particular uses of everyday 
materials, including metals, wood and plastic. Demonstrate that 
dissolving, mixing and changes of state are reversible changes. 
Explain that some changes result in the formation of new 
material, and that this kind of change is not usually reversible, 
including changes associated with burning and the action of acid 
on bicarbonate of soda. 
Geography- Describe and understand key aspects of physical 
geography, including: Tsunamis, Earthquakes, Hurricanes, 
Climate zones. Identify the position and significance of latitude, 
longitude, Equator, Northern and Southern Hemispheres, The 
Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn, Arctic and Antarctic Circles.  
Recognise world map as a flattened globe. Use 8 compass points, 
4 figure coordinates and 6 figure grid references. Draw a variety 
of thematic maps based on their own data. Draw a map with 
symbols and a key. Use OS map symbols and locate places on 
world maps, OS maps and atlases. Compare maps with aerial 
photographs. Analyse evidence and draw conclusions e.g. 
temperatures of various locations, influence on people/everyday 
life.  
Art –Use and explain printing techniques – relief, mono and 
resist printing. Be familiar with layering prints and printing on 
fabric and paper. Organise work in terms of pattern, repetition 
and symmetry. Know about great artists, architects and designers 
in history. Work in a sustained way from observation, experience 
and imagination - Hokusai The Great Wave 
DT- Generate ideas through brainstorming and identify a 
purpose for product. Develop clear idea of what has to be done, 
planning of use of equipment and processes. Select appropriate 
materials, tools and techniques. Cut and join with accuracy, 
construct products using permanent joining techniques. Make 
modifications as they go along. Evaluate a product against the 
original design specification. Control and electronics – making a 
torch and alarm (weather monitoring kit) 
Computing - e-safety, floor robots, handling data, green 
screening. 
PE - invasion games (tag rugby)/ gymnastics 
French – numbers, playground games  
PSHE –Drugs Education.  
RE – Easter, Pentecost and Mission, other faiths, CAFOD 
Universal Church. 
Music – (linked to Charanga) Oceans, Seas and Rivers  
T4Writing texts: Survival Handbook, Sky Song by Abi Ephistone, 
Polar Bear Explorers Club by Alex Bell (+ film units) 
Class readers: Chosen by children in Book World Cup. 
(TBC) 
 

We’ll Meet Again 
Science – Explain that unsupported objects fall towards the Earth 
because of the force of gravity acting between the Earth and the 
falling object. Identify the effects of air resistance, water resistance and 
friction that act between moving surfaces. Recognise that some 
mechanisms, including levers, pulleys and gears, allow a smaller force 
to have a greater effect. 
History -   Consider the Second World War as a significant turning 
point in British History and examine the effect this had on ordinary 
people living in Britain at the time.  Know and sequence key events of 
time studied. Make comparisons between different times in the past. 
Study different aspects of different people. Examine causes and results 
of great events. Compare beliefs, behaviour, and life in times studied. 
Compare evidence and accounts of events. Link sources and work out 
how conclusions were arrived at. Confidently use the internet and 
library for research. Recognise primary and secondary sources and use 
a range of sources to find out about an aspect of times. Recall and 
select and organise historical information making appropriate use of 
dates and terms.   
Geography - Locate the world’s countries, using maps to focus on 
Europe – Germany – focusing on their environmental regions, key 
physical and human characteristics, countries and major cities. Name 
and locate counties and cities of the UK, geographical regions and 
their identifying human and physical characteristics, key topographical 
features (including hills, mountains, coasts and rivers) and land-use 
patterns; and understand how some of these aspects have changed 
over time.  Recognise world map as a flattened globe. Use 8 compass 
points, 4 figure coordinates and 6 figure grid references. Draw a 
variety of thematic maps based on their own data. Draw a map with 
symbols and a key. Use OS map symbols and locate places on world 
maps, OS maps and atlases. Compare maps with aerial photographs 
and historical maps. Analyse evidence and draw conclusions e.g. 
temperatures of various locations, influence on people/everyday life. 
Art – Carry out preliminary studies, test media and materials and mix 
colours. Show awareness of how paintings are created. Create shades 
and tints using black and white. (War effort posters) Art of emotions 
– creating a piece to express their feelings about an aspect of war.  Use 
a sketchbook to explore ideas and media. Know about great artists, 
architects and designers in history (Henry Moore). 
DT -  Generate ideas through brainstorming and identify a purpose 
for product.  Develop clear idea of what has to be done, planning of 
use of equipment and processes. Select appropriate materials, tools 
and techniques.  Evaluate a product against the original design 
specification.  (Making air raid shelters) 
PE –Dance (including Body Language Dance Festival)/ outdoor 
adventure/ invasion games. 
French – Weather, toys, likes and dislikes, numbers, sports 
Computing- programming, floor robots, e-safety, data-logging and 
sound effects/ multi-media. 
PSHE- Say no it’s our world! 
RE –other faiths, Revelation, Lent, Holy Week.  
Music –  (linked to Charanga) WWII songs to learn and perform, 
Gospel music (Lean on me) 
T4Writing texts:  Letters from the Lighthouse by Emma Carroll, 
Goodnight Mr Tom by Michelle Magorian. (+film unit) 
Class readers: Chosen by children in Book World Cup. 
(Spring 2018 – A Place Called Perfect by Helena Duggan) 
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  Ancient Greeks 
Science- (Sports Science) focusing on children planning, carrying 
out, recording and evaluating investigations. Planning different 
types of scientific enquiries to answer questions, including 
recognising and controlling variables where necessary. Taking 
measurements, using a range of scientific equipment, with 
increasing accuracy and precision, taking repeat readings when 
appropriate. Recording data and results of increasing complexity 
using scientific diagrams and labels, classification keys, tables, 
scatter graphs, bar and line graphs. Using test results to make 
predictions to set up further comparative and fair tests. Reporting 
and presenting findings from enquiries, including conclusions, 
causal relationships and explanations of and degree of trust in 
results, in oral and written forms such as displays and other 
presentations. Identifying scientific evidence that has been used 
to support or refute ideas or arguments. 
History - Ancient Greeks: a study of Greek life and achievements 
and their influence on the western world.  Know and sequence 
key events of time studied. Make comparisons between different 
times in the past. Study different aspects of different people. 
Examine causes and results of great events. Compare beliefs, 
behaviour, and life in times studied. Compare evidence and 
accounts of events. Link sources and work out how conclusions 
were arrived at. Confidently use the internet and library for 
research. Recognise primary and secondary sources and use a 
range of sources to find out about an aspect of times. Recall and 
select and organise historical information making appropriate use 
of dates and terms.   
Art – Develop skills in using clay. Know about great artists, 
architects and designers in history - Phidias, or the great Pheidias, 
was a Greek sculptor, painter and architect, who lived in the 5th 
century BC, and is commonly regarded as one of the greatest of 
all sculptors of Classical Greece – soap sculpture (use recycled, 
natural and man-made materials to create sculpture) 
DT- Generate ideas through brainstorming and identify a 
purpose for product (Harvest Festival food) Develop clear idea of 
what has to be done, planning of use of equipment and 
processes. Select appropriate materials, tools and techniques. Cut 
and join with accuracy. Evaluate a product against the original 
design specification. (Making labyrinths marble run) 
PE – Handball / dance (Body Language dance festival) 
Computing –   simulations and imaginary worlds, data handling, 
e-safety, creating artwork. 
French – celebrations, achievements, the body  
PSHE –  Be friendly, be wise, Joining in and Joining up 
RE –Revelation, other faiths, Lent, Holy Week 
Music – (linked to Charanga) Benjamin Britten - A Tragic Story 
T4Writing texts:  Who Let the Gods Out by Maze Evans, Greek 
Myths and Legends, (+film units) 
Class readers: Chosen by children in Book World Cup. 
(TBC) 
 

 

Tudors 
Science – Identify and name the main parts of the human circulatory 
system, and describe the functions of the heart, blood vessels and 
blood. Recognise the impact of diet, exercise, drugs and lifestyle on 
the way our bodies function. Describe the ways in which nutrients and 
water are transported within animals, including humans. Know about 
Tudor medicine. 
History -A study of an aspect or theme in British history that extends 
pupils’ chronological knowledge beyond 1066 – The Tudors – 
monarchs, lives, towns.  Know and sequence key events of time 
studied. Make comparisons between different times in the past. Study 
different aspects of different people. Examine causes and results of 
great events. Compare beliefs, behaviour, and life in times studied. 
Compare evidence and accounts of events. Link sources and work out 
how conclusions were arrived at. Confidently use the internet and 
library for research. Recognise primary and secondary sources and use 
a range of sources to find out about an aspect of times. Recall and 
select and organise historical information making appropriate use of 
dates and terms.   
Art- Improve art and design techniques - drawing, painting, 
sculpture: Explore Tudor symbols (Tudor Rose) Join fabrics in 
different ways including stitching, using applique techniques to make 
a collage (Make a Tudor money pouch) Make a mould and use 
plaster safely (Tudor Rose designs) 
DT- Use research and develop design criteria to inform the design of 
innovative, functional, appealing products that are fit for purpose, 
aimed at particular individuals or groups. Select from and use a wider 
range of tools and equipment to perform practical tasks [for example, 
cutting, shaping, joining and finishing], accurately. Evaluate their 
ideas and products against their own design criteria and consider the 
views of others to improve their work. (Making a Tudor money 
pouch).  
Computing –e-safety, simulation of the body, green screening, data 
logging.  
PE – Dartmoor 3 ball/Athletics/ Swimming and Outdoor Education 
(John Muir Award) 
French –healthy eating, friends and animals 
PSHE – People Around Us, Money Matters, SRE  
RE – Easter, Pentecost and Mission, other faiths, CAFOD Universal 
church. 
Music - (linked to Charanga) Renaissance Period 1450-1600; 
Musitrax Play – Tudor Feast. 
 
Year 6 – Enterprise project (Fiver Challenge) 
T4Writing texts:  Shakespeare – Macbeth, Poetry - various (+film 
units) 
Class readers: Chosen by children in Book World Cup. 
(Summer 2018 – The Peculiars by Kieran Larwood) 
 


